Chancellor plan:
UI faculty & administrators wary of 'one-university' system

By Laudi Darrow
The Argonaut

Idaho does not need a single-university system, according to several UI administrators and faculty members. A special legislative committee, headed by Speaker of the House Tom Silvers, met in Boise last week to consider the advantages and disadvantages of such a system. A final recommendation is expected in November.

Under a single-university chancellor system, a chancellor would oversee the presidents of the state colleges and universities. The chancellor would argue before the legislature for the schools' financial needs, rather than each president arguing for the school's needs.

The universities might be organized under the name of the University of Idaho, with branches at Moscow, Pocatello and Boise.

At the committee meeting last week, William E. (Bud) Davis, chancellor for the Oregon State System of Higher Education, said the chancellor system there has worked well since 1929. There is good coordination between schools and programs and there are no cuts in state funding in the universities, he said.

UI President Richard Gub thanked the faculty and administration at UI for all the help he would make possible, but

"I think it's a worth doing, but I want to make sure that they look at other states of comparable size, in terms of the geographical size, to see what they have done." - Dean Gaten Rowe, of the Col-
lege of Letters and Sciences, said. He opposes a single university chancellor system. Without each college continuing to have its own representative to the Board and the legislature, it would be difficult for colleges to communicate their unique problems and needs.

That is difficult enough under the present system, he added. Faculty Council Chairman David Walker said he is concerned that a chancellor system would lead to excessive centralization, taking away each school's authority to administer the programs on its campus.

He said it is also concerned that a chancellor system would impose a "costly layer" of administration. In addition to paying the university presidents, the state would also have to pay a chancellor and his staff.

Coordination between the universities is needed, but the Board of Education can do that, he said.

"There needs to be a distinction between broader education policies (which can be made by the Board) and day-to-day operating decisions (which are left to the administrators at each school)," Walker said.

Roy Flnrrer, a professor of theater arts and a former chairman of Faculty Council, said he does not know if a chancellor would be able to deal with the uniqueness of each institution.

In addition, he said, a lot of the changes that have been contemplated with regard to higher education are meant to deal with the problems of funding for higher education. "I would like to see the problem addressed," he said. "If higher education were funded properly, maybe some of the concerns would no longer be concerning.

"Schools would still be competing for dollars," Fluh unr said. "The only difference is that the presidents would be going to the chancellor instead of the legislature to plea their case."

"I would question the need for a major administrative change in the system. I don't think we've had this system functioning in a manner that it needs to be functioning," he said.

ASUI Senate creates advertising dept.

By Megan Galdo
The Argonaut

The Senate passed the bill creating Advertising as an ASUI department at their meeting Wednesday.

It was held in GQA for several weeks. Bob Patton, GQA Chair, said at the meeting, "As far as I'm concerned, there is a need for it and there was no debate against it.

But the advertising manager was hired each semester by the Argonaut. Now the advertising manager will be hired by the ASUI Communication Board.

Susan Grove, advertising manager for the Argonaut, told the senate why there is a need for an ASUI Advertising department.

"On one hand we are competing for money for advertising for other departments like the Photo Bureau or the R&D. They come and they ask us what it will cost to produce ads and produce the advertising copy."

She said, for instance, someone in the department will self-publishing and sponsoring for R&D and someone will sell advertising for the Government.

"This is not going to reduce the size of the Argonaut at all and it's not going to cost anything to do it." Grove said.

By Carolyn Beedley
The Argonaut

The governor's budget man sees 'serious problems'

Governor's budget man sees 'serious problems'

By Carolyn Beedley
The Argonaut

The governor's top budget officer predicts the biggest problem facing Idaho will be the loss of $18 million in federal revenue sharing funds for local governments.

"I think we are in for some serious problems," said Marty Peterson, president of the Idaho Fiscal Council. "We are in for some big changes that will impact our state significantly.

"I think we are in for some serious problems," said Marty Peterson, president of the Idaho Fiscal Council. "We are in for some big changes that will impact our state significantly.

"This new Congress is going to have a major impact on the federal budget and the future of federal revenue sharing programs."

"I don't think we've had this system functioning in a manner that it needs to be functioning," he said.

Renovation continues on the auditorium of the Administration Building, here workers clean and prepare the surface on part of the facelift procedure. Photo Bureau/Randy Hayes.
By Roger Jonas
Of the Argonart

A UI student was arrested last Saturday after being caught carrying a small bomb, five pocket knives, a machete, and a small amount of hashish.

Phillip Todd Sullivan, 18, a freshman majoring in accounting, pleaded guilty in court Monday to two misdemeanor charges of carrying a con- cealed weapon and possession of marijuana.

Sullivan was apprehended without resistance in the Women's Gymnasium 8/Cwin Center. After police received a report from two UI security officers who noticed someone trying to get into the campus steam tunnels. The police said Sullivan was found alone and that they suspected no other persons were involved.

In court Monday, Sullivan admitted that he was trying to get into the steam tunnel system.

A search revealed that Sullivan had a small silver nitrate explosive, but he did not indicate whether he planned to detonate the bomb in the tunnels.

Captain Means of the Moscow Police Department said the explosive was a homemade firecracker fashioned as a torpedo, meaning that when thrown it would explode on impact.

"He also had a fuse rigged up on it," Means said.

Sullivan told police he only wanted to explore the tunnel system.

Sullivan, who lives on campus in Willis S. Watt Hall, was arrested by Magistrate William Hanley at six days in the Latah County Jail and fined $200 on the drug charge.

Economists end conference

By Richard Burke
Of the Argonart

"When the income tax rates of the very rich are cut, they will pay more total income tax," said Dr. Richard L. Stroup during the final day of the enterprise and entrepreneurial conference.

The two-day conference, sponsored by the Endowed Chair in Business Enterprise, concluded Tuesday evening at the Agricultural Science auditorium.

The event, which brought together widely renowned experts in the fields of business, economics and entrepreneurship, was the first in a series of events planned for this year by the chair and the College of Business.

Stroup, who is the Director of the Political Economy Research Center at Montana State University, described the current taxation system as a "wedge" between buyers and sellers. "The higher the taxes, the larger the gap between what someone can pay and how much price someone can sell for," he said.

Stroup said in reference to the impact on the economy, incentives matter they influence resource allocations.

In addition, Stroup stated that high taxes reduce production in trade, thereby reducing economic growth.

"Historically, a higher income tax rate (40% and above) has reduced rather than increased tax revenues," said Stroup. He demonstrated this by graphing the changes in revenue totals as a result of the three major tax cuts during the twentieth century.

"In 1962, President Kennedy gave a tax break to the 'very rich,'" he said. "Because of the incentive to invest in revenue-making operations rather than tax shelters, the rich (as a group) actually paid more in income tax than they did in 1961, before the tax cuts.

"Our history shows us that when the 'very rich' have a lower income tax (30-40%), that a higher tax burden is consistently and predictably borne by them," said Stroup.

The final speaker of the conference, Dr. Philip Vincent, lectured on the economic future of the United States and the western regime. Vincent, who is the Vice-President of Regional Economics for the First Interstate Bank System, also spoke about the deregulation of the banking industry, the effects of foreign trade, and the monetary supply rate.

Some predictions Vincent made concerning the U.S. economy were that, "We will not see a recession in 1985." In addition, "We can expect a three to four percent increase in the economy next year." Vincent also said that the prime lending rate will probably be between 10 and 12 percent during 1986.

"I have been told that Idaho could expect a two percent growth rate in employment in comparison with a three to four percent rate for the west. Idahoans will probably experience a two percent decline in housing starts," said Vincent.

"Banking is turning to deregulation and free enterprise," said Vincent. Referring to his bank as the "McDonald's of banking," Vincent showed some of the complexities of having ever-changing Federal Reserve policies and laws which vary state to state.

"In the area of foreign trade, Vincent stated, 'When you erect trade barriers, you make the whole economy worse off.' He also pointed out that conditions in the economy are made up at other places in the economy.

The money supply rate, which is the rate at which the Federal Reserve puts money into circulation, is also an important economic factor according to Vincent. He said, "If you cut the money supply rate at 15% a year like they are currently doing, you will have fewer inflations and it will be easier to get four percent money supply rate to curb inflation." he added.

In summary, Vincent said that he was generally optimistic about the nation's economy, especially in the West.

Correction

In the Friday, Sept. 27 issue of the Idaho Argonaut, sales of gold permits were incorrectly reported.

Applicants for gold permits are still being accepted until further notice from the parking committee.
Oregon) will arrive at the UI on Friday. Saturday’s events include a tour of Moscow and a "little socializing," PKA President Philip Piggman said.

The real agenda begins Saturday morning at the SUU where the conference theme of "personal excellence builds character-excellence" will be worked toward.

Guest speakers will include President Richard Gibb and Terry Armstrong, PKA national president Will Lafforge, and Executive Vice President Ray Orins, will also be present to give special presentations.

"The speakers we have are great, and everything is organized."

We are really excited," be concluded.

KATs host KATS

The UI chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta will be hosting their District Convention this weekend.

About 100 Theta’s traveling from Montana, Washington, and even Canada will meet this Saturday to work toward their convention goal of "catch the spirit of learning, sharing, caring, and fun."

Invited are alumni and members from the University of Montana, Washington State University, Whitman College, and a chapter in Edmonton, Alberta.

The convention begins Saturday morning with meetings being held at the University Best Western Inn and at the Pullman and Moscow chapter houses.

Included on the agenda are a luncheon, slideshows, conference sessions, and officer meetings with alumni.

"The convention is organized to share ideas, songs, and rush skills with the other chapters," Linda Lee, Theta public relations chairperson, said. "We are trying to get a basic understanding of the other chapters."

Pikes host Pikes

Pikes by the hundreds will be invading the UI campus this weekend for the Pi Kappas Alumni’s Northwest regional conference.

The conference, held at Idaho for the first time in almost seven years, welcomes Pikes from across Oregon and Washington with an expected attendance of about 200.

Chairperson, from page 1

The bill creating the ASUI Advertising Department’s budget was also passed.

Garc said, “We’re not figuring in any extra profit.”

“The appointment of the ASUI Communications Board passed. Members include: Paula Evans, Kristi Miser, Russell Straw, Michelle Kaserman, R. Tony Sabala, Doug Scott, John Roach.”

The bill creating an ASUI Constitutional Review Ad-Hoc Committee passed. Members include: Robert Deors, Mike Cabble, Rich Ruck, Larry Seid, Norm Semenko. The purpose of the bill is to create a committee to suggest revisions in the ASUI Constitution.

The appointment of Richard Saville to the position of ASUI Finance Manager was approved.

The bill providing for the funding of ASI (Associated Students of Idaho) was passed.

The senate approved the appointment of the ASUI Student Union Board. Members include: Kevin Odenberg, Chair, Dianne Foote, Richard Miller, David Peete, Ronda Goin, Reagain Davis.

The bill eliminating the Entertainer’s Association’s deficit was withdrawn from the agenda as it originally came out.

A new bill was put on the agenda that proposes $18,547 be transferred from the General Reserve to the Entertainment account. The original bill proposed $38,170 be transferred from the General Reserve to the Entertainment account.


drug’s

Presents live:

SHOT GUN
Fri. & Sat.
W. 415 6th
Moscow
882-8172

murdoc’s

murdock’s

Style That Makes A Statement

$5.00 off Zoto Perms - includes cut, style
Clipper Cuts $7.00 and up - depending on length

Shear Shop

PREPARING FOR MIDTERM SESSION THREE
7 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 8 at the Learning Resource Center.
next to the Satellite SUB
All Students Welcome

CUT THE PRICE OFF YOUR PIZZA.

$1 OFF A DOMINO’S PIZZA.

CUT HERE AND SAVE 1 BUCK

$2 OFF A DOMINO’S PIZZA.

CUT HERE AND SAVE 2 BUCKS

Good Friday, Saturday, and Sunday only

883-1559
308 North Main
Dominio’s PIZZA DELIVERS FREE.

This coupon is worth $2 off any DOMINO’S PIZZA you order.
Just give this coupon to the DOMINO’S PIZZA driver and get $2 knocked off the price of your pizza. And remember, DOMINO’S PIZZA is 100% in 30 minutes or less... or your free 1/2 off. Whole Order!

Good Friday, Saturday, and Sunday only

883-1559
308 North Main
Dominio’s PIZZA DELIVERS FREE.

This coupon is worth $1 off any DOMINO’S PIZZA you order.
Just give this coupon to the DOMINO’S PIZZA driver and get $1 knocked off the price of your pizza. And remember, DOMINO’S PIZZA is 100% in 30 minutes or less... or your free 1/2 off. Whole Order!
Splitting board won’t save money

The usual legislative response to a receding economy is to create special committees to look for ways to save money. That’s the responsible thing to do.

On one level, that makes perfect sense: high education in Idaho is getting a review. Two areas in particular which are currently being examined are whether the Idaho State Board of Education should be split into two bodies, and if the universities should be restructured into a “chancellor” system.

The board has constitutional and statutory authority over all public education in the state from kindergarten through college. It is not monolithic and authoritarian. On the contrary, it is an extremely open and accessible body.

Locally-elected school boards control the hiring, firing, and supervision of their systems. These local boards must follow state laws and policies, but within these frameworks, they have great latitude to ensure the quality of education they deem best for their constituency.

One complaint against the current board is it spends too much time following on separate, secondary issues regarding K-12, and not enough on the current problems of higher education. This can be cured simply: the legislature should grant more authority to the superintendent of public instruction — a constitutional officer — to take care of the micro-issues which face individual school districts.

Our universities unfortunately but necessarily allocate resources of time and money preparing the products of Idaho high schools for post-secondary education. Having one board cognizant of the problems of each level is a more efficient method than having two boards merely as “priorities” that higher education.

The board must spend more of its time determining the state-wide needs of all levels and aspects of citizen education, and to ensure their smooth coordination. Splitting the board will increase the sizes of staffs, travel budgets and office space.

A Chancellor system — a university president in a central office, with subordinates who report from each campus — also has structural and financial flaws.

Currently, the board has a very able executive director, with a very capable but overworked staff. If the chief executive for all higher education is to effectively administer four institutions, plus supervise the other agencies the board is responsible for, it stands to reason (and bureaucratic tradition) a larger staff, generating more paperwork for the board — and the institutions — would result.

The responsibility and status of the positions would require definitely higher salaries than the current staff is now receiving.

Each campus would still need a competent leader, one who would have the confidence of the faculty, support of the alumni, and understands students. Idaho is fortunate to have such leaders now.

But under a chancellor system, these persons would have diminished status, authority, autonomy, and access to their ultimate bosses: the board. Titles, power and prestige count for a great deal in American education.

It is also unlikely there would be a decrease in the size of the on-campus bureaucracies. We have to assume the last six years of financial cutbacks have resulted in a bare-bones support staff. What else is there to cut without critically impairing the goals and missions of the institutions?

The Idaho Argonaut believes both proposals would reduce efficiency, lower educational standards, complicate coordination, and cost the state more money. In other words, they are bad ideas.

John Hecht

Military might is dead right

David Blakely

In trying to understand just how far the nuclear arms race has gotten out of hand let’s consider the following unlikely situation.

Through some incredible combination of natural disaster and sabotage the entire U.S. Air Force, with all its bombers and ICBMs, has been rendered non-operational. In Europe, the U.S. Army’s entire Pershing nuclear missile force breaks down all at once.

Let’s also throw into this military catastrophe all ships carrying nuclear-armed cruise missiles and 30 of the navy’s 40 ballistic missile submarines. Now with only one sub to defend the entire country we are seemingly at the mercy of the Soviets. But are we?

Our remaining Poseidon submarine has 16 ballistic missiles, each with up to 10 separate targetable warheads, each producing an explosion of 50 kilotons. The bomb at Hiroshima was 15 kilotons. To imagine this devastation consider that if we were hit with such an attack it could eliminate virtually every American city with a population over 100,000.

The ensuing fire storms, disease, and famine, along with total financial collapse and devastation of the transportation industry would effectively remove us from the 20th century. All this, with fallout still to come, from a lone submarine.

The biggest problem facing mankind in the nuclear age is comprehending the amount of devastation our nuclear arsenals possess. Rational acknowledgement of our nuclear overkill has given way to psychological gamesmanship. The arms race exists, not because additional nuclear weapons make us more secure, but because additional weaponry is seen as gaining some sort of “upper hand” in influence and power in the world.

This notion that “influence equals nuclear might” is the linchpin on which the arms race hangs and the reason why the two sides combined have in excess of 20,000 nuclear warheads. Unilateral cuts by either side, as a sign of good will, will do nothing remain impossible as long as there are those who view such cuts as a sign of weakness. Failing to keep up with the nuclear Joneses brand each leader as impotent and ineffectual.

As a start we need to disabuse ourselves of the notion that our influence in the world is correlated with our nuclear superiority. Nuclear weapons are only a deterrent to nuclear war — they are useless in preventing such conventional wars as are being waged in the Middle East or Afghanistan.

The term “nuclear superiority”, though much beloved by the communist military and American right wing, is itself a meaningless term. What’s the point in our carrying 12,000 warheads when as few as 2,000 would put the world back in the Dark Ages. No one is superior when everybody is dead.

Cutting back our nuclear forces and using the money to bolster our economy is a far more sensible and sane way of proving to the world the bankruptcy of communist economic theory. Regrettably, such a change in strategy would require a degree of enlightenment and guts far beyond the capacity of our present government.

Letters Policy

The Idaho Argonaut will accept letters to the editor until noon on the day prior to publication. They should be limited to one page in length, typed, and double-spaced. For subjects requiring greater exposition, arrangements may be made with the editor. Letters must be signed in ink, and include the name, address, and phone number of the writer. Proof of identity will be needed at time of submission. Letters received by mail will not be run unless confirmation of authorship is made. Names of writers will not be withheld. Letters may be edited for mechanical and spelling errors. The Idaho Argonaut reserves the right to refuse to publish any letter.

ARGONAUTI
Students have obligation to pay

Most of us are here because the challenge is exciting and because we want to qualify for more interesting and better paying careers. Society would probably survive if we do not get through law school, but that is beside the point. I am here because I want to be here, and whether my motivation is personal satisfaction or economic, it is primarily internal, not for the benefit of society. I do not believe I am unique in this respect. I am the one who is most concerned about the quality which I am receiving, and I am here for my own purposes. Why should the burden not be mine to promote that quality? I don’t believe I am unique in this respect. I am the one who is most concerned about the quality which I am receiving, and I am here for my own purposes. Why should the burden not be mine to promote that quality?

Most adults have not gone to college, nor will their children. Do I tell my average constituent that he will have to pay more for the food or whatever he buys so that you and I will not have to pay more? I can’t do that, not so much for political reasons but because it would not be right. The state has an obligation to do its best. But when the benefits are ours, so do we. I do not believe that we are.

Christopher R. Hooper

Health & Welfare Committee
Idaho House of Representatives (Editor’s note: the writer is a first-year law student).

Pregnant? Support and help available

The Pregnancy Counseling Service, serving the Moscow-Pullman area, would like to announce that we now have cribs, playpens, walkers, and infant seats, and these items are available to those who need them for a modest deposit.

PCS provides non-judgmental, supportive counseling service to all women and men who have questions regarding pregnancy-related information, a reference service, and operates a maternity, infants and children’s clothing room.

We are staffed with trained volunteers and funded by United Way. If you want to find out how you can help or use our service, you will find us at the O’Conner Building, 206 E. Main Street, room 12. Hours are 12:30 p.m., M/W/F, and 5-7 p.m. Tues.

Donna Bruberry
Service Coordinator

MOTHERING IS EVERYONE’S JOB

Victoria Seever

We all have our orientations. Mine do not include raising a child. However, this doesn’t preclude all interest in the children of the world. Just because doctors are needed, I don’t have to be one. Nor an astronaut, or a short-order cook either. Think of America without short-order cooks — having only brown bags or vending machines is strictly “out to lunch.” But I couldn’t care that single-handedly.

So you figure out who you are, and what you’re good at and what you’d like to work hard for, and how to maintain a center of balance with the world you’re a part of. Being a woman doesn’t automatically comply to motherhood. Being a man doesn’t deny you as a very talented parent.

You can’t treat a kid the way you can grab whatever jacket is handiest and it’ll do until your munk comes along. It takes a helluva dedication and a helluva patience to raise a child well. Among the many enhancements of this century, role flexibility is a crucial one. More and more, fathers are developing the skills of “mothering” their children. It doesn’t even require a divorce.

Quality is the key. Quality incorporates balance, and balance is a sharing of space and human resources. Apply that to the environment. To wealth or power. To anything that cherishes life. Apply it to your children, and the worst of role identities melts away.

Even the courts recognize this in custody cases nowadays because some men are proving themselves in the home, not just outside it.

You can’t argue against having more caring fathers, it may be just the edge we need for a more loving society. Even for people like me, who have never wanted to be parents, kids are a precious value.

Children are of the past in as much as we still our visions and accomplishments into them. They are of the present because they have rights and capacities of their own. In these two aspects, they are equal to any adult.

More than that, children are the future beyond any concept of tomorrow we hold for ourselves. The spectrum of times merges between us just as our lives do. Nurturing the future is an awesome responsibility for us, all of us, and an awesome task for them to become.

Myself, I’m grateful for the talent of others. My abilities are limited to a band-aid box and setting off the smoke alarm from the kitchen (I could just wake up on the space shuttle). And I may be fifteen years older than many of you on paper, but to you, you’re reaching into the future and expanding this role, I say, “Thanks a lot. Dad.”

It’s my future too you’re fathering, and mothering, guys. When you do it well, as you do it better than past generations, I’m proud of you. We need you. You can be a hand into the future with more than a paycheck or distance to hold out to us. You can hold tomorrow’s child, and that child embraces more than we can dream.

Bogarts Blasts the 3-Day Weekend

Friday & Saturday Happy Hours
3:30 p.m. — 7:30 p.m.
Free Munchies Doubles in a Chimney “Tisa & Julie with the Discs spend the weekend with us

Bogarts Football Challenge on our big screen
Sunday, October 6, 1985 Dallas vs. N.Y. Giants Monday, October 7, 1985 St. Louis vs. Wash. Redskins 6 pm kickoff both nights

Chance to win dinner for two at Cavanaugh’s Grand Prize during Weekend for Two in Spokane 32+ pitchers & Free Munchies all during the game

645 W. Fullman Rd. Moscow, ID 83843 803-333-4303
Somewhere Different

Draft horses making a comeback in logging

By Mike Long
Of the Argonaut

In this age of technology and machinery, the horse is found, in most instances, to be still economically competitive and ecologically better for the environment when it comes to the logging operation known as skidding, which is moving of logs from stumps to roadside.

Greater awareness and understanding of the value of horses in logging operations is the main thrust behind the horse logging showcase to be offered by the College of Forestry, Wildlife and Range Sciences here at the UI next weekend.

The program has been designed for interested students, professionals and the private, non-industrial forest owners, the last two because "these are the people that are going to make the decision on not only what is going to be cut, but how it is going to be removed," program representative Doug McConnell said.

Advantages over machine-run operations include lower cost of maintenance and upkeep, marketable wood value, and "a big thing we're trying to push in is that horse logging is ecologically as well as economically sound practice," McConnell said.

"Horse logging causes a minimal impact to the soil as well as remaining trees. Horses are especially good in thinning operations because they don't damage the leave trees, as in those left," he said.

And this is the second time this year the college has offered this program, the first being in 1982 with over 100 participants. The college hopes for a better turnout, which this year's participants will tour, McConnell said. It's really amazing out there.

"In that spot, the registration for 8:30 Friday morning.

The moderator for the day will be Harold Osborne who is the manager of the UI Experimental Forest. The forest contains about 6,800 acres and is located in four main blocks that are bounded by Highway 85 in Harris County, by U.S. 30 in Travis County, and by U.S. 491 in Shackelford County.

Other speakers for the day are:\n
- Seth Cawthorn, who has been without draft horses for only five days since 1977, keeps his team busy on logging jobs near Idaho

Monte Wonder, who has been without draft horses for only five days since 1977, keeps his team busy on logging jobs near Idaho.

- Dave McNamar, who said the UI Demonstration Forest in Redding, Ca., and Scott Barbour, who is one of the four local horse loggers in the area and who will be conducting the demonstration on Saturday.

That demonstration will involve the participants actually traveling to an actual logging operation "on the east side of Moscow Mountain, near the old Tamrack Ski Area," according to McConnell.

Also, the "logger will probably be giving participants an opportunity to actually drive the team of horses," McConnell said, for the participants "to get a feel for it."

Registration for the event will be $35 for professionals, $15 for faculty and $10 for students with the same material for all.

Take a swim, catch a flick

By Bryan Clark
Of the Argonaut

"The odds are against the humans. They are under attack by monstrous creatures with bulging eyes, large, exposed brains and ravenous sexual appetites." According to the American Film Institute, this is the description of "Humanoids From the Deep," to be shown tonight at the University of Idaho Swim Center.

The movie stars Vic Morrow and Doug McClure as well as the aforementioned beasts, while a group has received little critical acclaim, Deborah Naram, the show's organizer, hopes it will provide some extra entertainment for UI students.

The swim center should provide an excellent setting to enjoy the film," Naram said. The outdoor program will provide several rafts and about 30 to 35 inner tubes for the audience to "sit" on.

Not all the moviegoers to "bring swim trunks, inner tubes, rubber ducks, or whatever you take to the pool normally."

The film will be shown on the swim center wall "In the view of both swimming pools and the balcony as well," Naram said. Due to size constraints, there will be only 150 people allowed in the actual pool area itself, because, Naram said, "When the lights go out, it will be a lot more dangerous.

Naram had some other stipulations to make for audience members: No alcohol can be taken into the pool area, no one under seventeen, and, of course, no non-swimmers. Also, Naram noted there are only 5 commissioned drivers at the swim center, so either bring your own lock or don't bring anything valuable. She did say, though, there will be people monitoring the locker rooms during the movie.

The show starts at 8 tonight and, Naram said, "Because it will probably be a bit chilly, make sure you bring a towel and somebody to hug."

Giovanni, a sparkling second act

By Sarah Kerulah
Of the Argonaut

Don Giovanni has been described as one of opera's Evereves: the summit in alluring but the marketplace is slipping. It is almost a platitude for ordinary opera-goers to claim they have never seen a perfect performance.

Regrettably, I cannot say that the Western Opera Theater's production of Don Giovanni at WSU was perfect. The first act was mediocre and the large auditorium swallowed a few of the voices. The second act sparkled and overall there were some outstanding performances.

I felt that Jacob Will's Giovanni did not deserve his sticky end despite the sticky nature of his life. He was not wicked and devilish. Rather he was corpulent, toady, fat and heartless in his lust for the ladies.

One might reasonably compare him with the average Greek. Giovanni did not intend the Commendatore's death, it was the result of a fight which the Commendatore instigated on. However if the statue of the Commendatore was to change places with Giovanni and was almost killed for his trouble. Thus Leporello provided much of the entertainment in the opera.

The climax of the performance was spectacular. The co-respondent's statues was terrifying, Giovanni banished to hell in the midst of a fireball at the hand of the statue and so the motif of the opera was made clear, those who lust longest do not last.

The resources of a touring company are limited. The opera is scored for a full orchestra but only two pianos were used in last night's performance. Surprisingly little of the dramatic impact of the music was lost. Similarly, the stage was simple but by clever use of lighting a Mediterranean day was evoked adding visual texture to the performance.

However, perhaps the best thing about the opera was the audience. The house was packed with enthusiasts and if this kind of interest and support continues we can look forward to much more opera in the Palouse.

REVIEW

Commentatore hadn't killed Giovanni, syphilis understood by would have anyway.

Susan Neves Anna was not in love with Giovanni as observers have suggested in the past. She loathed him with intensity for killing her father. Don Ottavio (Douglas Wunsch) was so inappropriately cast that no ulterior motive need be presumed for her rejecting him. The aria in which she did this was exquisitely sung and Susan Neves performance generally was much appreciated by the audience.

Leporello (George Hogan) was in many ways the star of the show. As Giovanni's servant he did most of the dirty work. He was the one who kept the detailed accounts of Giovanni's conquests and mockingly related them to the rejected Elvira (Karen Wicklund).

He was the one who had to entertain the jealous Baroness, Masetto (Thomas Potter) while Giovanni seduced Zelma (Tracy Dalh). He was the one who had to
Ul Theatre Arts Dept. preparing for season opener

By Roger Jones
Of the Argonaut
The costumes have been designed and are pulled out of storage or are being constructed. Each costume has been worked on half way completed, with progress made each day. The adding cast is off script and into the deeper aspects of character. Yes, things are getting busy at this time. The Ul Theatre Arts Department is rapidly preparing for their first major production of the season, the play "Getting Out!"
The two act play is written by Pulitzer Prize winning playwright, Marsha Norman. It is a dramatic portrayal of the hurdles people go through while in prison and the difficult challenges of prison society and herself once she is released. "Getting Out!" dramatizes the contrast between the convict's past self, when she was in prison and earlier, and her present self, as she just released from prison.
The drama focuses on the woman Arlene, the present self who is now out of prison. The character of Arlene is being portrayed by Kim Lenz. Through the play Arlene is haunted by memories of her past vicious self.

UI Jazz groups perform

By Byron Clark
Of the Argonaut
A high spirited start was posted in Homecoming weekend last Friday by the University of Idaho Jazz Bands and Chords who sung and played for a packed house at the Music Building Recital Hall.

Review

Opening the concert were UI Jazz Choirs 1 and 2. They proved to be another with an excellent upbeat yet entertaining performance that set a mood for the audience.

Eighth grade Chorus were the solo on "Day By Day" by Cheryl Silver and Scott Bleme and the performance of the Vocal Jazz Quartet on a performance that started with "God Bless America." Both the Choirs were under the conduct of David Ravelle.

After the two Choirs and the Vocal Quartet the stage, the Jazz Ill Band came on stage. They upped the tempo of the evenings performance with Russ Garcia's "Recrepity" and Freddie Hubbard's "Jodie." Jazz IV's rich acoustic sound complimented the mood set by Jazz Ill with Gershwin's "Foggy Day" and a lively version of Count Basie's "One O'Clock Jump".

What impressed me the most of the performance of Jazz Band II was their tightness on the songs like "Flight of the Fowl Bird" by Neil Hefti. The other big song they played, "Splanky" seemed poorly mixed at first but soon overcame that.

To cap off the evening was Jazz Band III, which really let audience into the song. Although the band was a bit small on the first number, they loosened up, and by the last song, "Four?", by Miles Davis, the group was definitely enjoying itself.

The concert is the first of this semester and, from the audience's reaction, hopefully more good things will come.

Christmas items

Christmas cards with a snow scene featuring the UI Administration Building are being offered for sale by the UI Alumni Office along with a tree ornament and display stand.

Annual Fund Office holding extended Phonathon

By Bruce Long
Of the Argonaut
Members of the UI living groups and the UI 411 telephone calls in an attempt to earn $150,000 for the university, according to Annual Fund Director Lillian Williams.

Williams said that representatives of living groups and post graduate groups in the University's Phonathon will be trying to solicit telephone contributions totaling at least $150,000 breaking last year's record of more than $140,000.

"We believe that's a very realistic goal," said Williams.

She said that each year during the Phonathon, which is conducted by the Annual Fund Office with the direction of the UI Fund Inc., representatives of each group call the group's alumni, soliciting donations. Each group will have 11 canvassing days following the Alumni building for two nights.

The Phonathon begins Oct. 7, and will continue Sunday through November 14. The last week of the Phonathon will be reserved for calling people that couldn't be reached the first time they were called, Williams said.

She said that the Phonathon is a good opportunity for students to interact with former members of their living groups.

Williams said that when the recipient of a phone call makes a pledge, he chooses which department of the university he would like to receive the money.

"We let the donor earmark where he wants the money to go," she said.

She said donors usually pledge money to scholarship funds and often to colleges and departments that they graduated from.

Much of the money will not be designated to a specific cause, Williams said. Money pledged in this way is donated to areas of the university with the most need.

She said that this year's goal was determined by what part of the university the undesignated donations will be given to.

According to Williams, a lot of people make the undesignated pledges because they don't like making commitments over the phone. There are several new aspects of the Phonathon this year which will help callers to reach the $150,000 goal said Williams.

The Phonathon, which usually last three weeks, has been extended to six weeks this year to allow more time for call-backs and give each living group two nights of calling rather than only one.

Also, approximately 13,000 phone numbers have been added to their files. Williams said, which bring the total to nearly 28,000.

Callers will receive a free five minute phone call anywhere in the United States in exchange for their efforts, according to Williams. Prites donated by local merchants will also be awarded to callers during the Phonathon.

Williams said that a traveling trophy will be awarded to one of the 27 living groups participating, for the one who gets the most pledges. Last year's winner of the annual award was the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.

Any campus living group that is not signed up for the Phonathon, but would like to participate, can still get involved by contacting Williams.
The future confronts the past through-wildcutter (olimn) Malcolm Jenkins (Thomas Kuhn) and cowboy Buck Barker (Mark Jump) in The Chisholm Trail West Through Here.

Chisholm takes a look at 1947 Texas

The Chisholm Trail West Through Here is on stage at 8 tonight in the R.R. Jones Theatre, Daggy Hall at Washington State University. The play opened the 1985-86 season at WSU last night and will be running tonight and tomorrow night, in addition, it will run October 10-12 next week.

WSU resident theatre professor, Brady Sewell is the author of the play and it has been successfully produced Off-Broadway and in Los Angeles. Sewell was a longtime resident of Texas and she combines both comedy and tragedy into her story of people struggling to survive the effects of post World War II of that state.

The play focuses on one extended family and its disintegration over time. Cast members include Cindy Murray, Christopher Moore, Sara Jinks, Mark Jump, Clay Roonz, Thomas Kuhn, Mike Murphy, Taft Blackburn, Paula Elliot, Donna Logan and Jeanette Puhlic.

Admission will be three and a half dollars for adults or a DramaCard can be purchased and save on the price of all the shows this year.

Tickets may be reserved at the Box office in Daggy Hall. Tuesday through Saturday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. or by calling 509/335-7236.

CALENDAR

PREVIEW '85

An album will be played on KUGI-FM, 89.3, each night at 10:05 a.m. Friday — 10/4 — Husker Du, Flip Your Wig. Saturday 10/5 — Black Flag. In My Head. Sunday 10/6 — Various Artists, A Town South of Bakersfield Monday 10/7 — Phranc, Folksinger. Tuesday 10/8 — Herbie Hanck and Padiy Mama Sun. Village Life

CAMPUS

All-Arizon Student Union (UIS) will be meeting tonight at 7 in the SUB Silver Room to hold a general elections for new office bearers. All members, both old and new, are welcome to participate in the election.

Campus Christian Fellowship — will not be meeting this week but will return next week at 7:30 p.m. in the Appolinar Room of the SUB for fellowships, singing, Biblical teaching and refreshments.

The Beta Chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta's District convention — will be held on the UI campus today and tomorrow at the University Inn-Western and at the Pullman and Moscow chapter houses. Included in the agenda are a luncheon, slide shows, information sessions and office meetings with alumnae. Class study — on "The Bible and Human Sexuality" will be held Saturday from 9 to 10 a.m. in the main lobby of the Campus Christian Center.

Campus Choral Center — Dene and Gordon Thomas, assistant professors of English and UI will share their experiences in being a part of the life of the Lutheran Church in Moscow from 5 to 6:30 Sunday night.

Episcopal Convocation Club — will meet in the Campus Christian Center at 7:30 Sunday night.

"Glass Bead Game, A Progress Report" is the subject of a colloquium by Roderick Sprague at 12:30 p.m. in Phinney Hall Room 200 on Tuesday. He is sponsored by Alfred W. Bowers Laboratory of Anthropology.

COMMUNITY

Leland EAEK, will present Tom Paine in a look at the effect of nuclear issues in the Applebox Room of the SUB on Monday. Keandrick photographer exhibit — is on display in the SUB Gallery from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Gallery is located in the SUB. English Conversation and U.S. Culture classes — for all foreign adults in Moscow every Monday and Thursday evening, 7 to 8 p.m. for beginners and 7:30 to 9:15 p.m. for others at the UI SUB.

Leitch County Humane Society — is in need of volunteers and help right now. They need help within the shelter. Volunteer for an organization that really cares. If you can spare a few hours, please call the shelter at 883-1166. They'll turn down no offers.

Broadcast Man — an audio experience similar to a 3-D movie using special headphones to create a strong audio mirage that gives people the illusion of being at the recording site. It is a part of WSUI's "Art as Mirror and Lamp" series and will be presented tonight, tomorrow night and Sunday night at 8. In Kibboung Concert Hall. Tickets available at the Activity-Recreation Office for $3.25 or at the door of the concert hall at 7 p.m. a.m. in advance. Seating is limited to 250.

"The Odd Couple" — will be presented in Pullman at the High School's theatre class tomorrow night at 7:30 in the Pullman High School Theatre. Tickets are being sold for three dollars at the door. Same play that was adapted for the movie and the

Notice

Payne: The second installment of "deferred registration payments" are due today, Friday, Oct. 4.

Incompletes: The last day to remove or extend grades of incomplete is Wednesday, Oct. 9. All "Removal of Incomplete" or "Extension of Time" cards must be filed in the Registrar's Office by this day.
Vandals, Vikings to clash

By Greg Klimmer
Of the Argonaut

The University of Idaho Vandals take a week off from the Big Sky this week, as they travel to Portland to take on the Vikings of Portland State.

Portland State, last year's Western Football Conference champions, stand at 2-2 on the year, with all games against Big Sky opponents.

The Vikings surprised Montana State in their opener before falling to Idaho State and Weber State. Last weekend, PSU downed the Grizzlies of the University of Montana, 21-16 in Missoula.

Like Idaho, PSU likes to put the ball in the air with senior quarterback Terry Summerfield at the controls.

Summerfield has put on 56 percent of his passes, 107 of 194 for 1,340 yards. The 210-pound native of Lewiston, Idaho, has also thrown 11 interceptions.

Summerfield’s favorite target this season has been freshman Tim Corrigan. Corrigan has 24 catches for the year for 349 yards.

While the running game hasn’t been the Vikings’ offensive strength, senior Fabian Williams leads PSU with 124 carries on 37 carries. Teamming with Williams in the backfield is senior Steve Lyle. Lyle, PSU’s all-time all-purpose back had rushed for 106 yards on the year.

Summerfield has had plenty of protection behind his “Big Green Front” offensive line. The front five averages 270 pounds with tackles Roland Amundson and John Shidles both topping the scales over 250 pounds. Lending the PSU defense is senior linebacker Regan Hyde. Hyde has a team-leading 36 tackles this year, 16 unsuisted.

Portland State will be without the services of safety David Eckley, who will be out with a shoulder injury.

Idaho goes into the Saturday conference relatively injury free with only cornerback and kick returner Mike Johnstone not making the trip.
UI's Gant leads many roles

By Kathy McGoon

Vandal volleyball player Nellie Gant has her work cut out for her this season. The six returners from last year's Mountain West Conference second-place team, and part of this year's team including seven freshmen, Nellie has taken on the roles of big sister and team motivator.

"Nellie has really helped to be the freshman," said head coach Pam Bradetic. "She helped Terri Plum out when she was injured, and she suffered achilles tendinitis and was sidelined for two weeks, and she gave her some clues." 

Ches about Idaho's complicated game plan. Ches about being a winner on the court. Nellie has some good ideas about winning, and will be expected to contribute off of her knowledge to her teammates this season.

At Saint Mary's high school in Portland, Oregon, Nellie was an avid detain in softball, basketball and volleyball. But when she made the varsity volleyball team her sophomore year, and when her coach said that she could get good, Nellie decided to focus on volleyball. And she has never had the decision one bit.

"My main goal was to get a scholarship in college," said the tall, blond junior. "Most, if not all in elementary Education. Not just any college, but a division one college, out of Oregon." Oregon State, University of Oregon, Portland State, and a bunch of small colleges from Oregon recruited me, but I had to get out of Oregon and Oregon experiences a new part of the country."

One of the division one colleges that recruited Gant was the University of Idaho, and one of the deciding factors that led Gant to sign with Idaho was Idaho's high school teammate Kelley Nelly, who is presently the Vandals's leading setter.

Nellie also has a brother, a freshman at Idaho, freshened, "so Sophomore Fever."

Many of the MWAC teams are rebuilding this year, as is Idaho, but the Vandals freshmen are extremely talented, and are expected to fit into the mold and contribute to the team's success. That takes hard work, and Nellie Gant doesn't mind.

The team practices three hours a day, lifts weights three times a week, and plays matches from early September through late November. This doesn't leave much time for a social life. "It doesn't matter that I can't go out, because what's important to me is volleyball and school." From early to deferred school comes a loyal following of fans. The Vandals volleyball team is not without exception. "Simon Hall has had me in the past year's support from the University. They put up signs, spread the word around about matches, and had great cheers during games. We sure appreciate the things they do.

It gives great dedication to win, and I think the dedication that Nellie has, the 1985 Vandal volleyball team should come out on top.

The chill of autumn is in the air and that can only mean one thing, October and with that month comes Pennant Fever.

This year I have a stake in it with the five teams from the finals battling tooth and nail with the New York Yankees for the pennant.

Unfortunately what seems to be foremost in the minds of most fans is the chemical dependency (cocaine) scandal that has struck the club at the opportune moment.

Baseball will undergo what must be considered a controversial year with strikes, drug abuse, and the baseball teams of the National League will have to change this year.

As my father would put it, the Brooklyn Dodgers are running away with the National East. How many old folks can remember where the teams are?

Those Dodgers seem to win every year just like the Oakland A's, and for the most part, well, there's not much you can do about it.

As a die-hard Cardinal fan I find it hard to believe that they can hold off the incredibly strong Dodgers.

With a line-up of Hernandez, Mcgriff, and Gooden, the Dodgers are starting you in the face, how can you say anything else?

Actually they haven't lost very much and the lover of the valley are pretty darn good. The second team in baseball history to win 100 games and still not win the Pennant.

Although I must say that the Blue Jays have the best defense in baseball and certainly the most exciting player in the majors.

Willie McGee is an MVP candidate with a .300 average and a .462 slugging average and Clark's 2 home runs certainly haven't hurt. Go Cardinals!

Intarmacal Corner

-VOLLEYBALL...Entries due Tuesday, Oct. 5.

-BOWLING...Entries due Tuesday, Oct. 5.

-FOOTBALL...Entries due Tuesday, Oct. 5.

-CAPTAIN'S MEETING...VOLLEYBALL...Thursday, Oct. 10 at 4:30 p.m. in UCC 108.

-VOLLEYBALL OFFICIAL'S CLINIC...Wednesday, Oct. 9 at 7:00 p.m. and Thursday, Oct. 10 at 7:00 p.m. in Memorial Gym, Room 400.

-WOMEN'S FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS...Start Monday, Oct. 5.

-MEN'S FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS...Start Wednesday, Oct. 7.

Intramurals are for everyone, get involved today.

Fit-tip

QUESTION: Is there a difference between weight lifting and weight training?

ANSWER: Yes, weight lifting is more directed to the spot. Weight lifting and weight training is a system of progressive resistance exercises used to attain speed, strength and endurance. Most weight lifting is based on the overload principle. Using free weights to a consistently higher level makes exercises more effective. Weight training can improve speed, explosive power, strength and muscular endurance. Weight exercises can be either isotonic, isometric or isokinetic.
**CLASSIFIEDS**

1. APARTMENTS FOR RENT
   Woodlawn 1 and 2 bedroom apartments. Great view, close to campus. 882-7247 after 9 p.m.

2. TRAILERS FOR RENT
   Trailer spaces for rent. E & M Trailer Court Denver. 882-0478 after dark. Call 333-2704.

3. TRAILERS FOR SALE
   Entire Woodland trailer for sale, 40% off. Low down, tear down. Affordable. 882-1061.

4. ROOMMATES
   Male or female roommate wanted to share responsibilities for 2 bedroom house in quiet neighborhood. Microwave, color TV, washer, dryer, fireplace, 892-1061. 2 bedroom apartment, partially furnished, close to campus. $170/mo. + 1/2 all. Non-smoking, non-smokers preferred. 1685 S. Center # 46-72, Murray, 867. 7. JOBS
   CHARGE CARE/OSTA AREA. We have many deadlines coming up for June and July. We are looking for people who like working with children. College credits are available. A 2nd chance to learn a good job! Bank of America, 33rd and 900 E. 1217. 566-6294.

5. FOR SALE
   For sale: several old or heirloom antiques. Call 882-6394, 1100 E. 9540 S. 8. MARRIAGE NOTICE
   Listed in the classifieds September 2, 1985, at 5:30 p.m. TACO TUESDAY. A special occasion. To all those special ladies and gentlemen who have been married in our lifetime, we want to wish you many happy years together. May your happy days be as many as the 22 events we thought of for you.

---

**Macklin** is sponsored in part by Twice Sold Tales, dealers in used books (882-8791). Just down from the Micro.

---

**New computer class for managers**

The UI Business Development and Research is offering a one-day course to provide business managers with information on making educational decisions on computer-related questions in the business world. The course. "Micros for Managers" will be taught Saturday, Oct. 12, from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., in room 225 of the UI Administration Building. "Micros for Managers" is designed for business owners, managers and professionals who don't have ready access to data processing experts, but want to evaluate their own needs to make computer-related decisions.

Robert Brezzer, programmer-analyst for UI Computer Services, will be the instructor of the class. The topics he will cover include: hardware concepts, software concepts, maintenance and security, consultants and services, and evaluating and purchasing.

The course will be taught using a lecture, discussion and demonstration format. Time is planned for an open discussion, and reference materials for key concepts will be provided for later use. The fee is $85 per person, this fee covers registration, all program materials, refreshments, and a luncheon. No knowledge of computers or software is required to take the course.

Class enrollment is limited, so pre-registration is advised.

---

** musredo's Steak House Special**

PRIME RIB

$7.95 Traditional Cut

$10.00 Musredo Cut

$9.95 Prime & Prawn Combo

$1.95 4 oz. Musredo Steak

15% off for auto drivers.

**OCTOBER SPECIAL**

Lube, Oil & Oil Filter

$4.00

**MARTIN'S Auto Service Centers**

3rd and Washington

415 E. 4th and Main

CALL TODAY!

GAMING

NEW TO MOSCOW

Pre-School- Beginner to Advanced

Girls & Boys w/Competition

SAFE

PROGRESSIVE

STRUCTURED

CALL TODAY!

214 N. MAIN

883-0167

---

**Tales**

New or Used — Northwestern Mountain Sports has a bike for your needs.

- Schwinn and Trek Bikes
- Parts and accessories
- Complete repair department

We also rent bikes by the day or week.

Mon-Sat. 10-5:30

410 W. 3rd

Moscow, ID

882-0133

"Outdoor Recreation Specialists"

---

**GAMBINO'S**

$2.00 off any large pizza (16 inch)

$3.00 off any small pizza (14 inch)

Includes pizza of 2 items or more

Mobile Pizza or Take Out Only

1 Coupon per pizza, 882-4345

---

**Campus Transportation**

- New or Used — Northwestern Mountain Sports has a bike for your needs.
- Schwinn and Trek Bikes
- Parts and accessories
- Complete repair department

We also rent bikes by the day or week.

Mon-Sat. 10-5:30

410 W. 3rd

Moscow, ID

882-0133

"Outdoor Recreation Specialists"
Before you make a long distance commitment, make sure you know what you're getting into.

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances are neither would have set foot aboard.

And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long distance company that doesn't give you all the services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.

But when you pick AT&T as your long distance company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate connections—even during the busiest hours. Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to assist you with immediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.

Reach out and touch someone.*

© 1985 AT&T Communications

AT&T
The right choice.